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What makes a person a liberal?
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When person get the freedom to live their
life according to them in the boundaries of
their rights.

When we have the freedom to express
ourselves in a proper way

Feeling of security

No restrictions

Open mind

Freedom to express our percptions

Feeling of being acknowledged

When a person has the freedom to practice
and express their belief and thoughts
without any fear

When they are not bound by any law that restricts their
movements

By getting all basic Human rights

Sense of responsibility

No restrictions imposed in terms of
religious beliefs

Freedom of speech

Being broad-minded

Taking ones own decisions regarding their
life

Right to express

The sense of security with

To go to any part of my country

Freedom to express

Openness

Thoughts.

Fundamental rights

Living a life with complete dignity - socially,
economically and politically

Being accepted in society

People are able to follow their own religious
beliefs

When people respect each other religion.

When they have the right to express their
thoughts and emotions.

The feeling of being secure

No forced rules
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No restriction

Tolerant

Good education
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Characteristics of Lecture Method and Demonstration
Method
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Lecture Method

To deliver information through speech

alot of theory is included

Theory based

Concepts explanation verbally

Theory is explained

Concept is taught with help of words.

May include more of abstract thinking 

suitable for languages but not for science

Giving knowledge with examples

Demonstration Method

hands on experience

Practical in nature

Theory is proven along with explanation

develops curosity

Teaching by conducting experiments 

To deliver information through action 

Experimentation

Develops scienti�c attitude

concept is explained with the help of activity

Validation of concept

Can comprise of hands-on concrete experience 

Practical work 

Demerits of Lecture Methods

Might not clear the concept  only based on lecture

some concepts cannot be explained by
lecture method
science concepts are not to be imagined

Gets too monotonous. 

Students who don't understand concepts end up day dreaming 

it is difficult to comprehend concept.

Students may not develop that good understanding without
observation 

Students are passive
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Demerits of Demonstration
Methods

not all equipment's can be found

Materials may not be available

Student might just observe the experiment but not learn about
theory 

time consuming

Connection with the topic may not be
understood well by all

Time consuming

can be expensive

Everyone might not get experience 

Lecture cum Demonstration
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